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SYNOPSIS
Aaron doesn’t usually get to see much of his dad, but now he’s going to spend a
whole month with him in the Indonesian islands. Paradise! But what starts as a fun
holiday soon turns into something quite different, and Aaron is caught up in a
whirlwind adventure he’ll be lucky to survive.

AUTHOR BACKGROUND
Geoff Havel was born in the mountains of New Guinea. As a baby, he liked to sit in a sandpit on the edge of
the jungle, stuffing whole bananas down his throat. His manners have improved since then, that is, unless he
spots a good idea for a story as it goes past. Right in the middle of whatever he’s doing he gets a faraway
look in his eyes, rips out his trusty notebook and slams the idea between the pages.

CHARACTER
The story is told in third person, past tense, mainly from the point of view of a young Australian boy.
•

What do we find out about Aaron from his conversation with the surfer in chapter one?

•

What else do we discover about Aaron in the first few chapters?

•

In chapter one Aaron’s mother is introduced. Describe the kind of person she is. How does she get along
with Aaron? How do you know?

•

Does the way Aaron feels about his mother change during the story? What causes this change?

•

How are letters used to develop our understanding of the main characters?

•

How does the author introduce us to the other main characters — Dad, Husni, and Suzie?

•

How does Aaron feel about Dad, Husni and Suzie when we are first introduced to them?

•

How do Aaron’s feelings towards these characters change as the story progresses?

•

What are Aaron’s first impressions of Indonesia?

•

What do you think is his attitude to the people of Pepela at the end of the book?

•

What are the main events that change Aaron’s understanding of Husni’s life?
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CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
With 2 sheets of A4 paper folded in half, make a small booklet. Inside there will be 3 double page spreads —
for the beginning, the middle and the end of the book. On the left hand side of each spread students draw
Aaron as they imagine him at that stage. On the facing page they describe his character after class
discussions analysing Aaron’s feelings and attitudes about himself, his parents, Indonesia and Australia. Use
a scaffold with sentence starters like:
•

I like …

•

I hate …

•

I am afraid …

•

If I could I would …

•

I really wish …

•

My mother …

•

My father …

•

Compared to Indonesia, Australia …

•

Compared to Australia, Indonesia …

OTHER POINTS FOR DISCUSSION:
•

Aaron’s feelings about his parent’s divorce.

•

How fair is Aaron’s attitude to Suzie?

•

The marriage of the pretty girl to Husni’s uncle.

•

The difference in lifestyle between Aaron and Husni.

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY
1. The author uses the surfer in chapter 1 to tell us something about Aaron.
a. Is the surfer a stereotype or have you met such a person?
i. Why would the author use a stereotypical character like the surfer in this scene?
(Because it keeps the focus on Aaron.)
2. The tension builds as the storm approaches even when Aaron is unaware that it is coming.
a. How does the author build the tension?
i. What descriptive language does he use when describing the storm?
3. The author uses Indonesian words throughout the novel.
a. Why?
i. How do you know what they mean?
4. There is an epilogue in this novel.
a. What symbolism is used in the epilogue?
b. What is the purpose of this epilogue?
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WRITING ACTIVITIE
ES
•

Letters tto mother about other inc
cidents that h
happen in the
e story

•

Newspa
aper articles

•

Storm sttories

•

Recountts of holidayss in other pla
aces

•

Diaries – perhaps an
n alternative to the story m
map activity outlined earlier

SETTING
1. Where a
are the main parts of the story set? In
n a paragraph
h or two, des
scribe each pplace. How did
d the author
show yo
ou what each
h place is like
e? How was A
Aaron influenced by his time
t
in each place?
2. As each
h chapter of the book is re
ead, track the
e events of the plot using
g a story mapp. A blank map of the
Indonesia/Northern Australia
A
reg
gion would be
e useful for trracking the la
arger distancces Aaron tra
avels, while
the part of the story set in Pepela
a would be b
better mappe
ed intuitively on
o a large piiece of paper.

SOCIETY AND THE
E ENVIRON
NMENT
There is a w
wide range off resources on
o the topics below — inc
cluding intern
net sites, new
wspaper artic
cles,
reference materials in lib
braries. A dis
splay in the F
Fremantle Ma
aritime Muse
eum includess the first boa
at
confiscated off Ashmore Reef.
Topics might include:
•

ndonesian an
nd Australian
n cultures
Comparrison of the In

•

orthern coas
The neccessity to pro
otect the reeffs near our no
st from over-ffishing

•

Australia
a’s response
e to illegal fishing off its no
orth coast

•

The effe
ect of the agrreement betw
ween the Ind onesian Gov
vernment and
d the Australlian Governm
ment
regardin
ng the Timor Sea on fishe
ermen from vvillages like Pepela
P
.

SCIENCE RESEARCH TOPIC
CS
•

Tropical reefs, trochu
us shells and
d trepang

•

Navigatiing by the sta
ars

•

Cyclone
es and monso
oons

MATHS A
ACTIVITIES
S
•

Converssions of nautical miles to kilometres

•

Currenccy conversion
ns

•

Living co
ost calculatio
ons

•

Speed o
of travel grap
phs for each stage
s
of the jjourney, from
m jet to walking

•

Map sca
ales, pathwayys etc

TEACHING
T
NOTTES: GRAVE OF
O THE ROTI MEN
M
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